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0. INTRODUCTION 
THE MILNOR number p( .X) of a simple fibered link X = (S*” - ‘, K) is now usually defined 
as the rank of the middle homology of a fiber F for the link, but it was in fact first introduced 
by Milnor for links of singularities as a certain mapping degree; its equality with a Betti 
number of F was a theorem (Milnor [S]; he called it “multiplicity”). In [lo] it was observed 
that an invariant introduced in [12] for fibered links in S3 could be defined in any 
dimensions and its definition could be seen as a natural extension of Milnor’s definition of 
p(X). For this reason it was named the enhanced Milnor number. Suitably normalized it 
takes the form (U(X), n(X)), lying in Z 8 Z or 2@2/2 according as the ambient 
dimension is 3 or > 3. The invariant E.(Y)EZ or Z/2 is called the enhancement to the 
Milnor number. 
The enhanced Milnor number is defined as follows. Let X = (S*” - r, K) be a fibered 
link. We define a (2n - 2)-plane field in the stabilized tangent bundle TS2” - 1 0 W as 
follows: outside a tubular neighborhood N of K we use the tangent field to the fibration for 
X, along K we use (tangent field to K) @ R, and over the rest of N we interpolate as directly 
as possible between the above fields on aN and K. TS*” - 1 @ R has a trivialization coming 
from the embedding of S*” - l in R*“, so the above field defines a mapping A:S*” - ’ + 
G(2n - 2,2n) to the Grassman manifold of 2n - 2 planes in R*“. The homotopy class of 
this mapping in 7r2” _ 1 G(2n - 2,2n) is the enhanced Milnor number. As described in [lo], 
this homotopy group is isomorphic to Z @ Z for n = 2 and to Z @ Z/2 for n > 2, and the 
enhanced Milnor number has the form (( - l)“p(X), A(X)), where p(X) is the usual 
Milnor number. In fact the first summand is the image of 7~~” _ l(GC(n - 1, n)) in 
7~~” _ 1 G(2n - 2,2n), so I vanishes if and only if the above field of real (2n - 2)-planes can 
be homotoped to a field of complex (n - 1 )-planes in @” 2 R*“. 
For simple links j.(X) is determined modulo 2 by the Seifert form L: 
(*) (- l)* = det(( - l)n(“- ‘)‘*L) 
(see [lo], [ 111, and Sect. 8 below; conjecturally this holds for any fibered link). Thus, at least 
for simple links, when n > 3 the invariant 1 is determined by the Seifert form. However, for 
n = 3 it is not determined by homological invariants of the link ([lo]). 
One significance of i is that it vanishes for links that come from complex algebraic 
geometry-links of isolated hypersurface singularities and regular links at infinity of affine 
hypersurfaces. In fact (see above), it is the exact obstruction to putting a certain type of 
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almost complex structure on the link and its fibration. It is a well behaved invariant: 
additive under connected sum, Murasugi sum, and, more generally. unfolding of links 
([lo]). It has connections with the Jones polynomial (see [13]) but the extent of these 
connections is not yet clear. 
A failing of i. in ambient dimension n = 3 was that it was hard to compute and 
comparatively few examples were known. In particular, it was unknown if i. could be 
negative. The main contribution of this paper is to give a new and more calculable 
interpretation of i. as a “difference index” for vector-fields. This has both computational and 
theoretical consequences. For instance, we show that i. can take any integer value, and is 
independent of p if p > 2. In addition, we derive a relationship of i with Thurston’s norm on 
the homology of the link exterior, we compute j. for companions of links and for general 
solvable multilinks, we compute the effect on L of Stallings-Harer twist and, in a final 
section, we briefly discuss links in other homology spheres. 
We also give a proof of formula (e) above for ambient dimension 3. This uses Harer’s 
theorem [3] that any two fibered links are related via Murasugi sums of positive and 
negative Hopf links (two circles linked with linking + 1 or - 1) and Stallings-Harer twists. 
We would like a more direct proof, but our other proof, in [l 11, needs the classification of 
higher dimensional simple fibered links ([4], [ 11). 
It is worth noting that our examples uggest hat Harer’s question (lot. cit.) whether 
twisting can be eliminated in his theorem, may well have a negative answer. Murasugi sum 
of a positive or negative Hopf link adds 1 to p and adds 0 or 1 respectively to i., so if i. is not 
between 0 and p then the link cannot be expressed irectly as a sum of Hopf and negative 
Hopf links (or even unfolded completely to Hopf and negative Hopf links). Also, the fact 
that a twist can change i by a large amount shows at least that twist operations cannot in 
general be replaced by a bounded number of summing and de-summing Hopf and negative 
Hopf links. 
Our study of the invariant i, suggests the existence of several related invariants. For 
instance, the companionship formula (Theorem 5.1) has a term that is an invariant of the 
situation, and so does the formula for Stallings-Harer twist (Theorem 7.1). In both cases 
there is additional data involved. It would be interesting to find a coherent framework for 
these other invariants which are being glimpsed here. 
1. THE DIFFERENCE INDEX OF TWO VECTORFIELDS 
If {i and c2 are nowhere-zero vectorfields on S3 in general position then 
A(ci, r2) = {x~S~/Si(x) = tt2(x) for some f > Oj 
is a compact l-manifold in S3 with natural orientation. (In a chart U c S3 over which the 
tangent bundle has been trivialized, the unit vectorfields corresponding to 5, and C2 are 
given by maps p1,p2: U -+S2 and A((,, r2) is the inverse image of the diagonal 
A(S*) c S* x S* under p1 x p2: U + S* x S*.) 
A+ = A((,, t2) and A- = A(c,, - t2) are disjoint, so the linking number 
link (A +, A - ) exists. We call it the difference index and denote it by 
d(t,, t2) = link(A+, A-). 
Standard general position arguments applied to homotopies show that d( tl, s12) is an 
invariant of the homotopy classes of <, and r2. 
Of course S3 is parallelizable. If we choose a framing of S3 then any vectorfield becomes 
a map S 3 + R3 and we get a bijection from the set vect, S 3 of homotopy classes of nowhere- 
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zero vectorfields to rr3 ([w3 - { 01): 
2: vect,S3 --* 7r3([w3 - (0)) = H 
This a depends on the framing-hanging the framing adds a constant to a. 
PROPOSITION. 1.1. d(t,, t2) = a(tl) - a(t2), 
Proof Given a framing of S3, a unit vectorfield t1 is represented by a map 
~(5,): S3 + S2. Let c2 be a constant vectorfield for this framing, so that A+ = A(ti, Sz) and 
A- = A(<r, - t2) are fibers of ~(5,). If <i and <, are in general position then A+ and A- 
are two general fibers of p(tl), so link(A+, A-) is the Hopf invariant of p(t,), that is, the 
element represented by p(j,) in n3(S2) = Z. Thus, as an element of n3(S2) = Z, 
link(A+, A-) = lIp( 
= a(51 I- 0 
= a(51) - d<2). 
Since, for any t2, we can choose a framing in which t2 is a constant vectorfield, this proves 
the Proposition. I 
Remark 1.2. It is amusing to note that there is a natural bijection a: vect,S3 + 
((2n + 1)/21 n&z) f or which Proposition 1.1 is true. The homotopy class of the tangent 
vectorfield to the fibers of the Hopf fibration corresponds to l/2; reversing orientation of S3 
is multiplication by - 1 in ((2n + I)/21 n~z}. 
2. DEFINITION OF THE ENHANCED MILSOR NUMBER 
Let X = (S3, K) be an oriented fibered link in the 3-sphere. Let N(K) be a. tubular 
neighborhood of K in S3 and E(K) = S3 - Int( N(K)) the link exterior. We can form a 
nowhere zero vectorfield t(X) on S3 as follows: on the exterior E(K) it is a transverse field 
to the fibers of the fibration, oriented positively with respect o them; on K it is the tangent 
field of K; and on the rest of N(K) it interpolates in the obvious way between its values 
on K and aN(K). (In coordinates (r,Q,cp) on N(K) z D2 x S’, t(X) can be taken as 
r(a/as) + (1 - r2)a/+X) 
Let $ be a vectorfield which is homotopic to the field of tangent vectors to the Hopf 
fibration (we call such a field a “Hopf field”). The following invariant was first introduced 
in [12]: 
4X) = d(ll/, 5(X)), 
where d( -, - ) is the difference index introduced in Sect. 1. Proposition 1.1 shows that this 
definition of i( X) agrees with [12]. As described in [lo], j.(X) can be considered to be an 
“enhancement” to the Milnor number. It, and its generalizations, are our main object of 
study. 
It is useful to note that by Lemma 3.5 below, the way we interpolate between the 
transverse field to fibers on E(K) and the tangent field on K is not critical: any two 
“reasonable” interpolations are homotopic through nowhere zero vectorfields. 
In order to compute the invariant i. for companions and for solvable links (Sects. 5 
and 6) it will be necessary to generalize it to an invariant of “oriented fibered multilinks.” 
Recall from [2] that an (unoriented) multilink consists of an oriented link (S3, K) together 
with an integer “multiplicity’* assigned to each component Ki of K such that a component 
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Ki with multiplicity mi is considered equivalent to - Ki (i.e. reversed orientation) with 
multiplicity - mi. A multilink has a unique-up-to-homotopy map E( K) + St of its exterior 
to S’ whose degree on any simple curve in E(K) is the linking number of the curve with K, 
taking multiplicities into account. If this map is homotopic to a fibration the multilink is 
said to be jiberable and X plus such a fibration is called a jibered multilink. An oriented 
multilink is a multilink with a chosen orientation on each component. 
For an oriented fibered multilink X we can define 5(X) as before, by taking a 
transverse field to the fibration on E(K) and the oriented tangent field to K on K and 
interpolating on N(K); Lemma 3.5. will again show that the homotopy class of S(X) does 
not depend on a reasonable choice for this interpolation. Hence j.(X) is defined as before. 
That is, we choose a Hopf vectorfield $ so that Ic/ and the vectorfield 5(X) are in general 
position; we denote A k (AC) = A($, + t(X)) and define 
i(X) = link(A+(X),A-(X)). 
Caution. One should notice that, as described above, an (unoriented) fibered multilink 
has oriented fibers but no chosen orientations on the link components. The orientations of 
the link components of an oriented fibered multilink thus need have no connection with the 
orientation of the fiber. A fibered multilink with no components of multiplicity 0 does have 
a “natural” orientation of its link components (namely, parallel to the boundary of the 
fiber). However, we shall only use this natural orientation when all component multiplicities 
are f 1, that is the case of fibered links. 
3. LEMMAS ON VECTORFIELDS 
Let [I and t2 be nowhere zero vectorfields on S3 in general position, and let A - and A - 
be defined as in Sect. 1. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let F be an oriented surface in S3 which is transverse to 5,. Suppose that the 
projection of t2 along <, to a tangent vectorjield on F is everywhere nonzero and tangent (or 
inward transverse, or outward transverse) along JF. Then link(dF, A + + A -) = z( F). 
Proof By moving F slightly we can assume that F meets A + and A - transversely. Then 
the desired linking number equals the intersection number of F with A+ + A-; this is the 
sum of the indices of the singularities of the projected vectorfield, which in turn is x(F) by 
the Hopf index theorem. (A careful check of orientations confirms the signs.) I 
LEMMA 3.2. Let T be a solid torus embedded in S3 (T may be knotted). Introduce 
coordinates (r, 8, cp)~D’ x S’ on T. Suppose that &(O, 0, cp) = Z/&p for i = 1,‘. Assume 
also that if ci =ff(a/ar) + g,(a/%) + h,(d/&p) in these coordinates then g, h, # g2 h, 
whenever (r, 9) # (0,O) (that is, the toral components of the vectorfields are linearly indepen- 
dent). Then A+ n T = (0) x S l oriented by a/acp. 
Proof: By inspection A n T = (0) x S1 as a set and we must just check orientation. 
SinceA+(<,, t2) = A+(jz, rI), by interchanging <r and c2 ifnecessary we may assume that 
g1h2 < g2h, for (r, 9) # (0,O). By homotoping both vectorfields while retaining this in- 
equality we may arrange that fi = f2 = g1 = 0, g2 = h, = 1, and h, = (1 - r2)l ’ every- 
where. With respect o the standard trivialization of T(D2 x S ’ ), the maps p1 and pz of T to 
S2 defined by the unit fields ri/lril are then respectively p1 (r, 9, cp) = (0, 0, 1) and 
p2(r, 9, q) = (- r*sing, r.cos9, (1 - r2)lj2) and the lemma follows. I 
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LEMMA 3.3. On T2 x [0, l] let r = (0, a/at) be the unit vector-field tangent to the interval 
direction. Consider nowhere zero vectorjields 5 on T2 x [0, I] which are nowhere a negative 
multiple of T. Any two such vectorfields to and <I which are equal on T2 x { 0, I ) are 
homotopic to each other through similar vectorJelds by a homocopy which is constant on 
T2 x { 0, 1). (Remark: T 2 can be replaced by any manifold, but we only use T 2.) 
Proof: Let cp: [0, l] + [0, l] be a smooth function with p(t) = 0 outside a very 
small neighborhood of (0, 1) and with ~(0) = cp( I) = 1. Let 5 be the vectorfield 
<(x9 r) = cp(t)&(x,j) + (1 - cp(r))s wherej = 0 or 1 is the nearest integer to t. Then the 
linear homotopy between r and each ri is a homotopy of the desired type. Thus tI is 
homotopic to t2 as claimed. I 
Definition 3.4. We can apply Lemma 3.3 to the following situation. We have a torus T 2 
embedded in S3 which cuts S3 into two pieces, S3 = M, u M2, M, n M, = T2. Let ti be a 
nowhere zero vectorfield on Mi which, in some metric, is nowhere normal to aMi = T 2 for 
each i. By thickening T2 to T2 x [0, 13, we can think of S3 as the union of M,, M,, and a 
collar. Then, by Lemma 3.3, we can find a vectorfield r on S’, unique up to homotopy, 
which agrees with Zji on Mi for each i and interpolates “reasonably” across the collar. We call 
this construction attaching [I to t2. 
By essentially the same argument as in Lemma 3.3 one can prove: 
LEMMA 3.5. Consider nowhere zero vector-fields on the solid torus T = D2 x S ’ which are 
positively tangent along the core circle (0) x S’ and are nowhere inwardly tangent to the 
radial segments of the disks D2 x { cp}. Any two such vectorjelds which are equal on ZT are 
homotopic through similar vector-fields by a homotopy which is constant on dT. I 
Dejnition 3.6. A vectorfield as in Lemma 3.5 which is tangent along dT will be called a 
longitudinal vector-field. 
4. RELATION TO THURSTON’S NORM 
Let X be an oriented fibered multilink. Any maps of the set of components of K to 
{ + 1 } gives a recipe for re-orienting X; we denote the link with changed orientations by 
X’. We want to study 2(X’). 
Denotethefibrationfor~byT:E(K)~S’andlet~E[E(K),S’] =H’(E(K);Z)be 
the homotopy class of r. Recall from [lS] that there exists a linear form 
T: H 1 (E(K); Z) + h such that any y’o H ‘( E( K); Z) which subtends a sufficiently small 
angle at 0 with y can be represented by a fibration E(K) + S ’ with fiber F’ having euler 
characteristic x( F’) = T( y’). (The tangent plane field to the fibers of r is canonically trivial 
on aE( K), so it has an euler class in H 2( E( K), aE( K)) and r is given by cup product with 
this euler class.) We can also think of T = r(X) as a homology class in H, (E( K); H) (the 
Poincari dual of the above euler class); any l-cycle T = T(X) in E(K) representing Twill 
be called a characteristic cycle for X. T has the property that for any y’ and F’ as above 
x( F’) = TV F’ (intersection number). 
Moreover, since the set of y’ as above generates H 1 (E(K); Z), the characteristic ycle T is 
characterized up to homology by this property. 
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THEOREM 4.1. The inoariants A( X’) are related as follows: 
i.(.XS)=i.(X)+~link(T(X),Ki)+~link(Ki,Kj), 
1 i.j 
sums ocer all i with s( Ki) = - 1 and all j with s( Kj) = + 1. 
ProoJ: We may choose a representative $ for the Hopf vectorfield which is of the form 
a( Z/6%) + c?/IZ$ in (r, 9, cp) coordinates in N(K) for some constant r. We can choose a so 
that @ is nowhere tangent o 5(X’) on dN( K) for all s and then we can use Lemma 3.5 to 
modify each 5(X’) in N(K) without changing its homotopy class so that it is tangent o $ 
only along K. We may assume that I// and each <(X5) are in general position. Then by 
Lemma 3.2 we have: 
A+($, 5(X’)) = P + s-‘( + l), 
A-($, ((X5)) = N + s- ‘( - l), 
for some l-cycles P and N in E(K). Here s- ‘( - 1) is the set of components Ki of K with 
s(Ki) = - 1 oriented as components of X (not .YS). By definition: 
.l),N+s-‘(-I)), 2(X’) = link(P + s-l( -t 
and, in particular, 
i.(X) = link(P + s-l( + 
Hence 
l)+s-‘(- l),N). 
To prove the Theorem we must just show that P - N is a characteristic ycle for X. 
Note first that Lemma 3.1 shows that (P - N)*F = x(F), where F is a fiber of the 
fibered structure on X (the minus sign is because the roles of [I and t2 of Lemma 3.1 are 
reversed here). Now the fibration corresponding to a “nearby*’ y’ as above can be chosen so 
that the plane field defined by its fibers is close to the plane field of the original fibration. In 
particular, we can keep the same transverse field, so P - N is unchanged, so the equation 
(P - N). F = x(F) also holds for F’. This is what was to be shown. I 
If X is an oriented fibered multilink, and X’ denotes the inverse of X-the result of 
simultaneously reversing the fiber orientation and all the link component orientations 
(while leaving ambient orientation alonetithen X and X’ may be distinct oriented fibered 
multilinks, but nonetheless i.(X’) = i(X) (since <(Y’) = - r(X), so A*(X) = 
AT (X-l)). 
On the other hand, let mir .X denote the mirror image of X, obtained by reversing only 
the ambient orientation. The following was proved in [12] by a more complicated 
argument. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let .f = ( S3, K) be a jibered link with its natural orientation. Then 
i. (mir X) = p ( A?‘) - i.(X), where p is the Milnor number (rank of thefirst homology group 
of the fiber). 
Prooj By the preceding remark, if rev* denotes the result of reversing all three 
orientations (fiber, components, and ambient), then J,(mirX) = J.(revX). On the other 
hand if revX- 1 denotes rev.% with the component orientations reversed back, then, by 
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Theorem 4.1, i.(revX) = i(revX-‘) - link( T(X),K), and this equals I(revX-i) 
- ( 1 - ,B) by the characteristic property of T(X) (since 1 - p = x(F)). It thus remains to 
show that E.(revX-‘)- 1 = -i(X). Th’ f 11 IS o ows immediately from the facts that 
5( rev X - ‘) = c(X), that linking numbers change sign when ambient orientation is 
reversed, and the fact that the mirrored Hopf vectorfield has difference index - 1 with the 
Hopf vectorfield (Remark 1.2). I 
Note that the above proof depended on the fact that K is the boundary of a fiber; for 
general oriented multilinks the relationship between I(X) and i.(mirX) is more compli- 
cated. 
5. COMPANIONS 
For i = 0, 1 let Xi be an oriented link (Ss, Ki), Li a component of Ki, and Ji the union 
of the remaining components of Ki. Assume further that L, is unknotted in S:. Let 
~=(S3,JO+J1)betheresultofsplicing~~=(S~,J,+L,)and~,=(S:,Jl+Ll) 
along L, and L, (see [2]); that is, for i = 0, 1 we let Ei = S: - int N(Li) be the complement 
of an open tubular neighborhood Of Li and set S 3 = E, u El, glued by matching meridian of 
L, to longitude of L, and vice versa. (This special case of splicing as in [2] is classically 
known as companionization.) We will assume the splicing is non-trivial in the sense that no 
Sz in S: separates J, from L, . 
Now suppose we have a fibered multilink structure on the oriented link X. Then by [2] 
there are induced fibered multilink structures on each pi. Let $l be a Hopf vector-field on 
S: which is obtained by attaching a longitudinal vectorfield on N(L,) to a longitudinal 
vectorfield on El (see definitions 3.4 and 3.6). We may assume it is in general position to the 
vectorfield <(Xl ) used in the definition of A( Xl ). Let A; = A - (X1 ) for this particular 
choice of vectorfields (see Sect. 2). 
THEOREM 5.1. n(X) = 1(X,,) + 1(X1) + link(L,,A;)(link(L,, T(X,) + J,,) - l), 
where T( X0) is the characteristic cycle of X,, (Sect. 4). 
Remarks. (i). Even if X is a fibered link-all multiplicities l-the Xi will usually not be. 
(ii). Reversing the orientations of both L, and L, does not alter X but usually changes all 
three terms on the right of the above formula. 
Proof of Theorem. Let el be a longitudinal vectorfield on E, (definition 3.6). Choose a 
Hopf vectorfield on Si which is longitudinal on N( K,) and let rl/,, be its restriction to E,,. 
Then the result of attaching $e to til is a Hopf vectorfield on S3 = E,, u El. We may assume 
that the vectorfields 5(.X) and {(Xi) are identical on Ei for i = 0, 1, and moreover that 
these vector-fields are in general position to their respective Hopf fields. Denote A+(X), 
A + ( X0), and A + (X, ), defined using these vectorfields, by A +, AZ, A: ; similarly for A -, 
A,,A;.ThenA: hastheformA~=P,+LiforeachiandA+=P,+P,andA-= 
A; + A;. 
If Gi is a l-cycle in Ei, then (cf. [2]) the linking number link( G,,, G,) in S3 equals the 
product link( G,,, L,)link(G,, L,) of linking numbers in the spheres SG and S:. Note also 
that by Lemma 3.1, link(L,, PI + A;) = x(0*) = 1. Using these facts, we compute: 
j.(X) = link(P, + PI, A; + A;) 
= link(P,,A;) + link(P,,A;) 
+ link(P,, Le)link(L,,A;) + link(A;, L,)link(L,,P,) 
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= (n(XO) - link(L,,A;)) + (2(X,) - link(L,,A;)) 
+link(PO,LO)link(L,,A;)+link(A;,L,)link(L,,P,) 
= 1.(X0) + %(X1) + link(L,,A;)(link(L,, Pi) - 1) 
+ link(f.,, A;)(link(L,, PO) - 1) 
= n(Xe) + 1(X,) - link(L,,A;)link(L,,A;) 
+ link(L,, A;)(link(L,, PO) - 1) 
=i(X,) +~.(X,)+link(L,,A;)(link(L,,P,)-link(L,,A;)- 1) 
= ;l(X,) + i.(X,) + link(l,,A;)(link(L,, T(X,,) + Jo) - I), 
since T( X0 ) + JO = PO - A; by the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
COROLLARY 5.2. If X is obtained from a knot X0 by companionization with a closed 
generalized positive braid (see [13]), then A(X) = A( X,,). 
Proof: The multiplicity of L, in the multilink X1 is 0 (this is easy to see, cf. [2]). 
Examining [13] now shows that A; is empty. I 
COROLLARY 5.3. If X(p, q) is the jibered link obtained from a jibered knot X by (p, q)- 
cabling with p > 0 (p and q need not be coprime) then 
4X(Pv 41) = 4X) ifq > 0, 
=A(X)+(p- l)(p(X)-q- 1) ifq<O. 
Proof: The first equality is a special case of 5.2. The second follows by applying 4.2. It 
can also be derived directly from 5.1. I 
6. SOLVABLE FIBERED MULTILINKS 
Following [2] we call a link solvable if it can be built up from unknots by iterated 
cabling and connected sum operations (when cabling, we may or may not retain the 
component that is being cabled on). Solvable links and multilinks are classified by certain 
weighted trees called splice diagrams. For details of how to compute with splice diagrams 
see [2] or the brief summary in [6]. We shall use splice diagrams later, but we shall first 
express the main result of this section without them. 
To fix orientations we only permit (p, q) cabling with p > 0. As we iteratively construct a 
solvable link by cabling and summing, each stage inherits an orientation from the previous 
stage in the construction (note that when summing we can assume that orientations match 
on the components along which we sum, since solvable links are invertible). We call this 
orientation the working orientation. It may not be the orientation we want on the final 
solvable link, but we can change after the construction is complete. 
One way to construct any solvable link is to retain all the components being cabled on 
during the iterative construction, and, as a final step, to discard some components. We will 
always use such a way of constructing our solvable link. In addition, rather than the unknot, 
we will always use the Hopf link (two fibers of the Hopf fibration; i.e. two circles linked once) 
to start the iteration. 
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The components discarded in the final step will be called t_~pe 1 virtual components of the 
solvable link. We also define type - 1 oirtual components. These are created at each cabling 
step and each connected sum step as follows. 
A (p, q) cabling operation adds d = gcd(p, q) components to the link, each of which is a 
(p/d, q/d) cable on the component being cabled; we think of these as d of the components of 
a (2p, 2q) cabling and the remaining d components are our virtual components created by 
cabling. When summing, if k components are summed at one step, then we take (k - 1) 
oriented meridians of their sum as the virtual components created by the summing. 
Subsequent cabling operations on the sum are assumed to take place close to it, i.e., “inside” 
the virtual components just described. 
Once a solvable link has been constructed, we assign multiplicities to its components 
to create a multilink X = (S3, K). Each virtual component S has a linking number 
m(S) = link (S, K) with the total multilink, using the multiplicities on K. (In the language of 
[2], this number is the multiplicity at a vertex in the splice diagram.) In [2] it is shown that 
these numbers m(S) are all non-zero if and only if the multilink is fibered (for the “if” one 
must assume that the particular iterative construction of the link was not too absurdly 
inefficient-one can always make trouble for oneself by creating components which are 
discarded, unused, at the end). 
Finally, we assign the desired orientations to the link components; these may or may not 
equal the working orientations. Denote by K + the union of the link components whose 
working orientations agree with the assigned orientations and by K - the union of the link 
components whose working orientations disagree with the assigned orientations. We give 
all these components their working orientations. 
THEOREM 6.1. With a suitable choice of the Hopf vectorfield, 
where 
A+(X-)=PuK+, A-(X)=NuK-, 
P = u {ESI S a type E virtual component with m(S) > 0} 
N = U {ESI S a type E virtual component with m(S) < 0} 
and ( It 1)s means S with orientation preserved or reversed. 
Proof of Theorem. We will use the language of splicing for the proof; the reader can 
consult [2] for details. 
Assume first that no connected sum iterations occur. Since a (p, q) cabling operation can 
be accomplished by a sequence of d = gcd(p, q) cabling operations of type (p/d, q/d), we 
may assume that p and q are coprime for each cabling iteration. A (p, q) cabling operation 
on X,, can be interpreted as splicing onto X0 a link X, consisting of the (p, q) cable L on 
the second component L2 of a Hopf link. (The splicing is done along the first component 
L,.) Let L, be the component of To that we are cabling and let E, and E, be the 
complements of tubular neighborhoods of Lo and L, in their respective spheres. As in the 
proof of 5.1, we can assume that the Hopf field $ after splicing is obtained by attaching the 
restriction to E, of a Hopf field for X,, to a longitudinal field $1 on El. We can easily avoid 
introducing tangencies of IJ with the transverse field 5 when we do the attaching. We must 
thus compute A + and A- for X, using $I. To iterate the argument, we must assure that 11/1 
is also positively tangent to L. 
There is a circle action on the ambient S3 of X, which respects the link whose generic 
orbits are (p, q) cables on L, (L2 is an orbit and L, is an orbit, reversed orbit, or fixed point 
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set according as 4 > 0, < 0, = 0). We use the tangent field of this S’ action as +, . The S’ 
action respects the link, its fibration, and the chosen vectorfield, hence A+ and A- can be 
expected to consist of suitably oriented orbits of the action. 
The splice component X, in question, as a multilink, has the following splice diagram, 
where a, b, and m are the multiplicities of the components L2, L, and L of the multilink X1; 
thus m(S) = pb + qa + pqm, where S is the virtual component corresponding to this 
cabling iteration. 
Y, is the link of the singularity at 0 of the real polynomial mapping f: C2 + @ (with 
isolated critical value at 0) given by 
j-(2,, 22) = z’pl(zp + z~1)%[261 
where WI”] means w” if n 20 and w - 1.1 if n < 0. The usual Milnor formula. arg(f): 
S3 -j- 1 (0) + S’, gives the fibration of this multilink. An elementary but ugly calculation 
(along the lines of those in [12, Examples 4.2 and 4.7, cf. also Sect. 3]), which we spare the 
reader, shows that the orthogonal field to the fibers of arg(f) is aligned with the S’ action 
along a single orbit of the action, where they are in general position, and parallel or 
antiparallel according to the sign of m(S). This proves the theorem in the case that no 
connected sum iteration are involved. 
Connected sum operations are also covered by splicing (lot. cit.). They can be done 
iteratively by summing two links at a time. For a connected sum of two links the 
appropriate splice component X, has splice diagram 
(b)oI (4 
0- I (4 
The underlying link without multiplicities consists of an unknot with two meridians (i.e. the 
connected sum of two Hopf links). Again, there is an S’-action and we take our Hopf 
vectorfield $ to be tangent to the orbits of this action outside a thin neighborhood of the 
link. Again, one can give an analytic description of the fibration, and, by a computation that 
we again omit, verify that this vectorfield is normal to the fibration along one appropriately 
oriented meridian. This would complete the proof except that in this case it is not 
immediately obvious that the Hopf vectorfields on the various pieces attach together after 
splicing to give a Hopf vectorfield for the connected sum link. If they did not, the error in the 
computation would be the difference index of the vectorfield they yield and a Hopf 
vectorfield. However, by [lo], 1 is additive for connected sum. This is consistent with the 
theorem, so the error is zero and our field is indeed a Hopf vectofield. I 
7. TWISTING 
Let X = (S’, K) be a fibered multilink, F a fiber. The Seifert form Ly of X is the 
bilinear form on H, (F; Z) defined by L,(a, /I) = L.,( A, B) = link (A +, B), where A and B 
are l-cycles on F representing aand /II. Here A + is A pushed off to the positive side of F by a 
transverse vectorfield. 
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Let C be an unknot in S3. The result of performing a surgery on S3 along C, with surgery 
coefficient f I, is another 3-sphere S : i; if C is disjoint from K we may consider K as a 
subsetofS3,i,andXY,,=(S~,,K)asamultilink. 
In general X* 1 has no reason to be fibered. However, Harer [3], generalizing an 
observation of Stallings [ 143, noted a situation in which X, 1 is fibered. Namely, if C is an 
unknot which lies in int F and L,-( C, C) equals 0 or f 2, write L,,-( C, C) = 6 - S’, where 
each of 6 and 6’ is 1 or - 1. Then Y’ = X, is fibered, as can be seen as follows. 
Let N be a fibered [I x (I x C)]-neighborhood of C in S3, and remove and reglue N by 
the pictured map or its inverse, 
Fig. I 
namely the map which sends homologically 
meridian + meridian + 6’C +. 
(The coefficient 6’ is omitted in [3].) Since homologically 
C + = longitude + L, (C, C) (meridian), 
in fact we have 
meridian + meridian + G’(longitude + (6 - G’)meridian) 
= 6’( longitude + 6 (meridian)). 
Thus the surgery being performed is the one advertised. The fiber surfaces of X’ are readily 
visible; we can think of F as one of them (so the Milnor number has not changed). If 
E = L,( C, C)/2, then we will call X’ an s-twist of X along C. 
THEOREM 7.1. There is an integer n = n(X, C) such that 
E,(Sf’) - l.(X) = 6n(n - 1) - E. 
Moreover n( X’, C) = n( X, C). 
Remark. In Section 9 we will show that, for suitable choices of X and C, any value of n 
can occur. Note that L,,.( C, C) = - L,( C, C). Thus O-twists can be iterated (the effect of a 
sequence of them can be achieved by a single Dehn surgery, which is the viewpoint of [14]). 
If n is not equal to 0 or 1, we can thus make i. as big or as small as we please, without 
changing the Milnor number ,u, by iterated O-twists with the appropriate 6. In particular, i. 
can be negative. 
Proof We first give the proof for the case E = 0. We choose a longitudinal vectorfield on 
the fibered neighborhood N parallel to the fibers of N and a longitudinal vectorfield on the 
solid torus S3-int (N) appropriately oriented so that the vectorfield $ obtained by attaching 
them (Definition 3.4) is a Hopf vectorfield on S3. Since L,( C, C) = 0, we may choose a 
transverse disk D in the solid torus S3 - int N, meeting N along a boundary component of 
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F n N. Moreover, we may assume that 1+5 is transverse to D. This situation is preserved by 
the twist operation. 
Applying Lemma 3.1 to the vectorfields <i = I(/ and cZ = t(X), we see that the linking 
number of A + + A - with aD is 1. Since A + and A - do not intersect N, the same holds for 
linking number with C: if link (A-, C) = n then link (A ‘, C) = 1 - n. Hence b-surgery on C 
adds 6n(n - 1) to i. = link(A+, A-) as claimed. 
If L,X-( C, C) = + 2 the argument is similar except that the way D meets N is more 
complicated. We describe the case L,( C, C) = 2; the case - 2 follows, since a ( - 1)-twist 
can be undone by a (+ I)-twist. dD spirals around N one way before the twist operation 
and the other way after, as a simple homological computation shows. Thus initially the 
longitudinal vectorfield on N is transverse to D along dD one way and after twisting it is 
transverse the other way. To avoid introducing new contributions to A+ and A- near N we 
must therefore reverse the longitudinal vectorfield on S j-int (N) used in the construction of 
+ after we twist, the result of which is that I(/ becomes a mirrored Hopf field cc/’ after twisting. 
Thus after twisting, link(A+, A-) is d( II/‘, ((X’)) rather than d(ll/, 5(X’)) = i.( X’). The 
above argument still shows that d( II/‘, 5 (37’)) - d( II/, 5 ( X)) = &I( n - 1). But 
d($‘, c( X’)) differs from 1(X’) by d( II/‘, $), which equals 1 by Remark 1.2. We thus get the 
formula of the theorem. I 
8. THE ENHANCEMENT MODULO 2 
As observed in [lo], a consequence of Corollary 5.3 is that the enhancement i-(X) is in 
genera1 not determined by L,. However, by combining Theorem 7.1 with a result of Harer 
[3], we can prove that Seifert form of a fibered link does determine the enhancement of the 
link modulo 2. 
THEOREM 8.1. Let I. = A(X), L = L, for a jibered link sf. Then 
(- l)“=det(-L). 
Prooj: Let Y’ be obtained from X by s-twisting, as in Sect. 7. Then standard facts 
about how Dehn surgery affects linking numbers show that their Seifert forms are related as 
fo11ows: 
It follows that 
L,.(A,B)=L(A,B)-6L(C,A)L(B,C). (8.1) 
det L,, = (- 1)‘det L. (8.2) 
To see this, first consider the case L( C, C) = 0 so E = 0. Either C is zero in homology, and 
Lx. = L, or C can be included as one element of a basis of H, (F) and, by inspection using 
(8.1), one sees that the matrix for L,, results from the matrix for L by elementary column 
operations. If L( C, C) is 2 or - 2 then C can be included in a basis for H,(F) and again 
inspection shows that the matrix for L,. results from the matrix for L by first reversing the 
sign of the column corresponding to C and then applying elementary column operations. 
Equation (8.2) and Theorem 7.1 show that if the conclusion of Theorem 8.1 is true for X, 
then it is true for any twist X’ of X. Note that Theorem 8.1 is true for the Hopf link and its 
mirror image (for the Hopf link, L = ( - 1) and 1 = 0; for its mirror image, L = (1) and 
1 = 1). Under Murasugi sum det (L) obviously multiplies (see e.g. [lo]) and we show in 
[lo] that I adds. Thus if X and X’ differ by Murasugi sum of a Hopf or mirrored Hopf link 
and the Theorem holds for r, then it holds for X’. 
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Now, Harer shows in [3] that up to twisting and Murasugi sum with Hopf links and 
mirrored Hopf links, the unknot is the only fibered link. Theorem 8.1 follows. I 
Easy examples how that Theorem 8.1 is false for multilinks, and we do not know to 
what extent linking data determines i in this generality. 
In [l l] we give a different proof of 8.1 using the classification of higher dimensional 
simple fibered knots. Both our proofs use unreasonably powerful tools; a simple proof 
would be interesting. 
9. EXAMPLES 
If X is a knot then X (p, q) denotes the (p, q)-cable on X. If (pi, qi) are coprime pairs 
with pi > 0 for i = 1, . . . , n then we abbreviate the iterated cable X’ { pl, qr } . . . {p,, q.} 
by .f-{p,v 41;. . -;P.,q.}. Let xiFx{P1,ql;** . ; pi, qi). An immediate corollary 
of 5.3 is: 
PROPOSITION 9.1. 1(X”) = L(X) + 1 p(Xi) - p(Xi- 1) 
41 < 0 
=n(~)+~i~o(Pi-l)~(~i-,)+(pi-~~(~qi~_l) , 
COROLLARY 9.2. An iterated torus knot (iterated cable on the unknot) has 0 I 2 I p, with 
2. = 0 if and only if only positive cabling is involved. I 
To obtain solvable links with L < 0 we must therefore look at links of at least two 
components. The simplest type of two component solvable link is a pair of coaxial torus 
links. That is, a (pl, ql) torus knot L, and a (p2, q2) torus knot L2 drawn on concentric tori, 
the latter being the “smaller” torus. The splice diagram is: 
q’np’ q2 p2 “-,--‘il o 
This link is a fibered link if and only if q1 + q2 and p1 + p2 are both nonzero (see [2]), so we 
shall assume this. 
Without loss of generality, pz > 0. By reversing ambient orientation if necessary (which 
replaces i. by ,LJ - L) we can assume q1 > 0. 
PROPOSITION 9.3. If X is the above coaxial torus knot pair (so q1 and p2 are positive) then 
A-f-) = (41 - l)lP, + Pzl + (P2 - l)lq, + 421 + 1 
and 1 is given by the following table: 
PI +P2 91 +a l(Ju) p - i = i.(mir Ju) 
+ + 0 fi 
+ -P242+42-P2+f PI91 +91 -P1 
+ - P141 + PI - 41 + 1 P242 + P2 - q2 
p-1 1 
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Proof For p(X) see e.g. [2, Theorem 11.11. To compute j.(X), we want to apply 
Theorem 6.1. To do so we must distinguish two cases for each line of the table, since in 
Sect. 6 only (p, q)-cabling with positive p was allowed. Thus if p1 < 0 we must consider the 
component L, as a ( - pl, - qr ) torus knot with its orientation reversed; that is, we think of 
the link as given by the equivalent splice diagram: 
There are 4 virtual components, Se, . . . , S,, corresponding to the 4 non-arrowhead 
vertices of the splice diagram (numbering from left to right). Se and S3 are of type + 1 in the 
terminology of Sect. 6; together they form a Hopf link. S, and Sz are type - 1 virtual 
components; S, is the (pl, q1 ) cable or the ( - pl, - ql) cable on S, depending on the sign 
of pl; S, is the (pz, q2) cable on S,. The linking number m(Si) of Si with the link L, + L2 is 
as follows, where the sign depends on the sign of pl: 
MS,) = Pl + Pz, m(S,) = AI 41(P1 + PZ)I m(S,) = PA41 + q*), m(S,) = 41 + 42. 
(In this case this is clear by inspection, but for an efficient way of computing linking 
numbers from a splice diagram in general, see [Z].) By Theorem 6.1 the sets A + and A - are 
thus given by the following table, where, as in that theorem, we give L, its “working” 
orientation (which is opposite to its orientation as a component of X if p1 < 0): 
Pl + Pz 41 + 42 Pl A+ A- 
+ + + 
+ + - 
+ - + 
+ - 
+ + 
Now computing link (A +, A-) in each case completes the proof. 
so - s, - s2 + s, + L, + L, 0 
s, - s, + s, + L, - s, + L, 
s, -s, + LI + L, - s, + s, 
so + L2 - s, - s, + L, + s, 
- s, + s, + L, + L, so - s, 
- s, - s, + s, + L, so + L, 
L, +L* so - s, - s, + s, 
- s, + L, s, - s, + s, + L, 
I 
This Proposition gives many examples with 1 < 0 (examples had not previously been 
known). Namely, let X have splice diagram 
4 P 
O- O- n- 
‘ir I 
3 o<s<q 
1 1 
(- 1) 
Ocrcp 
Then mir X, the mirror image of this, is as in Proposition 9.3 with p1 = - T, q1 = s, p2 = p, 
q2 = - q. By the second line of the table in that Proposition, i(X) = p1 q1 + q1 - pl, so 
we get: 
j.(X) = 1 - (r - l)(s - l), 
p(X) = 1 - (r - l)(s - 1) + (p - l)(q - 1). 
COROLLARY 9.4. There exist knots with negative i.. 
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Proof By taking a Murasugi sum of the above 2-component link X with a Hopf link we 
can turn it into a knot X’. By [lo], E. is additive for Murasugi sum. Since the Hopf link has 
L = 0, the resulting knot has i.(X’) = i(X) (and p(X’) = p(X) + 1). I 
We now compute some examples for twisting to verify the claim in the remark after 
Theorem 7.1 that any n can occur there. Our initial link will be the triple coaxial torus link 
X with splice diagram: 
where (pl, ql), (p2, q2), and (p2, q2+r) are coprime pairs. The link is fibered if and only if 
P1* P27 419 and q1 +r are all non-zero. Without loss of generality, p2 > 0. Then the Milnor 
number is 
p(x) = 1 + (p2 - I)lql + rl + p21411 + Ip11(1411 - 1). 
We shall see that k O-twists (using b-Dehn surgery, 6 = k 1) on a suitable curve turn X into 
the link X(6k) with the same diagram except that q2 is replaced by q2 - 6kp2. 
PROPOSITION 9.5. Assumep, > 0. Theni.(X(k)) = %(X) + kp,(p, - l)ifq, andq, + r 
have the same sign and A( X( k)) = n(X) otherwise. For example, if q, > 0 and q1 + r > 0 
then d(X) = q2( 1 - p2) + p2 or q2( 1 - p2) + 1 - p2 according as p1 > 0 or p1 < 0. 
Remark. As in Corollary 9.4, by taking Murasugi sum with two Hopf links we can 
obtain knots related by k O-twists with the same values of i. as the above links. Moreover, if 
we take p2 = 2 then i_ can be changed by any even integer by iterated O-twists (note also that 
changing the sign of p, changes the parity of i.). The above Proposition yields examples of 
this for almost every value of p. 
Proofof 9.5. The link is a solvable link, so i. can be computed by Theorem 6.1. Since we 
did an example of such a computation above, we will omit the details. I 
To see that the claimed O-twists exist, we use the techniques of [2]. We first expand the 
splice diagram to a non-minimal splice diagram for X: 
cl 
1 0 42 + 
; 
P2 q2 P2 
0 3 zl 
‘1 
PI 
91 I- 
I 1 I 1 
(- 1) 
This splice diagram describes a (non-minimal) iterative construction of X, starting from a 
Hopf link. The curve C corresponding to the leftmost vertex of the top row is one 
component of this Hopf link, so it is unknotted. Its linking number with the link is zero, so it 
lies on a “standard” Seifert surface for the link, constructed as in [2]. The intersection of this 
Seifert surface with the splice component containing C is a union of “vertical” annuli, i.e. 
each is a union of fibers of the Seifert fibration for that splice component. This Seifert surface 
differs from the Seifert surface constructed from the minimal splice diagram (i.e. a fiber for 
the fibration of the link) only in that certain simple curves have been replaced by the above- 
mentioned annuli. It is therefore a fiber of fibration. Finally, the linking number of C with 
any parallel fiber C+ in the same splice component is 0, so C is a curve that we can do 
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O-twists on. The effect on the splice diagram of Dehn surgery on C is easily computed by 
computing what it does to linking numbers (see [8, Prop. 3.41 for a general statement of 
what Dehn surgery does to a splice diagram) and the claim then follows. 
We can also give an example for l-twisting. The link with (non-minimal) splice diagram 
0 1 2 41 PI P2 
0 0 
9b 
cl 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
with p2 = - 2 - p1 is fibered if and only if pr, 1 + q1 + q2, and p1 - 2qi are nonzero. It 
then admits a l-twist on the general fiber of the leftmost splice component. The result of the 
l-twist is 
-1 2 41 PI 4; P2 
0 0 El 0 0 
I 1 I 1 I I 
with qi = qi - pi. If pi > 0 then n(X’) - A(%) equals 1 if 1 + q1 + q2 and pi - 2q, have 
the same sign and equals (pl + 2)(p, + 1) - 1 if they have opposite signs. 
10. LINKS IN HOMOLOGY SPHERES 
The difference index d( ,) is defined for nowhere-zero vectorfields in any homology 3- 
sphere. The definition of L(X) for a fibered link X = (S3, K) depended on having 
a reference vectorfield $ to compare the vectorfield r(X) with. Given a fibered link 
X = (C, K) in a homology 3-sphere E and a reference field $ on C, we can define 
l.(X) = &U’-) = d(+, r(X)) as b f e ore. But for a homology sphere C other than S3, there 
will usually be no natural choice for this reference field $. In this case I can still be defined as 
a relative invariant on the set of fibered multilinks in X: 
4.f,, X2):= d(<(.f2), t(x,))* 
so i(X,, X2) = &(X1) - A,( X2) for any reference field $. After choosing a reference 
field, Theorems 4.1 and 5.1 are still valid (with the same proofs). But they can be interpreted 
more naturally as statements about the relative invariant. 
In some situations a natural choice for $ presents itself. Note first that the choice of $ up 
to homotopy is equivalent to the choice of a complex structure (compatible with orien- 
tation) up to homotopy on the stabilized tangent bundle TC @ Ft. Namely, given a $, 
choose a complementary 2-plane bundle to + in TX and put structures of complex line 
bundles on this 2-plane bundle and the 2-plane bundle spanned by + and R in TX @ R. 
Conversely, given a complex structure, the complex line bundle spanned by the R summand 
will intersect TX in an oriented line field and we take I,+ in this line field (to see that + is well 
defined up to homotopy, note that I,+ is homotopic to - $ since t/j can be taken as one field 
of a trivialization of TX). 
Thus, for instance, if I: is the link of a complex surface singularity then Tc @ R has a 
complex structure, so L can be defined as an absolute invariant. The “algebraic graph 
multilinks” of [2] (see also [63) that arise from links of germs of complex curves in complex 
surfaces are of this type. They have 1= 0, since the remark of the Introduction that i. is the 
obstruction to making the fibration compatible with the complex structure still holds. 
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More generally, E.(s) can be computed for any libered graph multilink in a similar 
fashion to the computation of Sect. 6 (a graph multilink is a multilink obtained by splicing 
together Seifert multilinks: multilinks in homology spheres with Seifert fibered exteriors: see 
[2]). We assume that the reference field $ is obtained by attaching together fields parallel to 
the Seifert fibrations on each splice component. One thus needs to know A’ and A- for the 
Seifert multilink splice components. Suppose the splice diagram is 
and the reference vectorfield tj is parallel to the Seifert fibers. Take n - 2 nonsingular fibers 
of the Seifert fibration as type - 1 virtual components and take each of the fibers 
s ir *. ., S, (corresponding to the non-arrowhead valency 1 vertices) as type + 1 virtual 
components. The formulae of Theorem 6.1 for A+ and A- then apply. 
It is worth remarking that many classes of homology spheres Z have a “natural” 
homotopy class of complex structures on TC @ R for each X in the class. This is true for Z 
which bound contractible manifolds (the contractible manifold has a unique almost 
complex structure up to homotopy and one can show that the structure induced on Z does 
not depend on the choice of contractible manifold). It is true also for homology spheres 
which are graph manifolds (Z bounds a “normal form plumbed manifold” in the sense of [7] 
and this plumbed manifold has a natural complex structure). If a homology sphere is in both 
classes, we do not know if the structures always agree. It follows from [9] that if a homology 
sphere is the boundary of a regular neighborhood of a complex curve in a compact complex 
surface, then the induced structure is the graph manifold one defined above. 
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